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Abstract:
In this paper, we propose a stabilization strategy for lasso to use cross-validation (CV) for
structure learning. It is known that cross-validation often prefers very small λ that selects an
excessively large number of variables, which is also in a less stable region of λ. In this paper,
we propose to reduce the heterogeneity of the model structures during the CV step. We first
build a series of models using all data with a grid of λ. Then the models of all CV-folds use
a revised lasso objective that penalizes deviations from the model structure using all data.
Further, we propose a stable selection criterion that uses CV prediction errors jointly with a
stability measure to select the most stable model with near minimum CV errors. The proposed
strategy is demonstrated using data from an industrial boiler process to predict NOx emissions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Process data analytics are gaining wide acceptance in the
monitoring, interpretation, and prediction of product qual-
ity and the diagnosis of the process health conditions. The
main objectives of process data analytics are i) to predict
critical variables from others and ii) to select relevant
features or variables for interpretation (Qin and Chiang
(2019)). In inferential sensor applications, for instance, in
Tham et al. (1991); Qin and McAvoy (1993); Qin et al.
(1997); Galicia et al. (2011); Khatibisepehr et al. (2013);
Zhu et al. (2020), the task is to predict critical variables
using a set of process predictor variables to achieve the
best prediction. Although inferential sensors have tens of
thousands of industrial applications as reported by Aspen
Technology alone (Zhao (2021)), the task of selecting rel-
evant predictor variables has been largely ad hoc.

In recent years, structure learning via sparse statistical
learning methods has provided a plethora of promising
solutions to select relevant variables. Hastie et al. (2015)
state convincingly that sparse statistical learning methods
such as lasso (least absolute shrinkage and selection oper-
ator) provide effective ways to select subsets of variables
for best prediction or interpretation. Variable selection via
sparse methods leads to biased models, but they often
outperform the unbiased counterparts, especially when
the predictors are diverse and collinear. Therefore, these
methods forego the interest to estimate the true model
coefficients. Instead, the objective is to determine whether
or not a variable would help model interpretation or pre-
diction in the sense of the mean squared error.

The method of lasso, however, requires tuning the regular-
ization parameter λ. As illustrated in James et al. (2013);
Hastie et al. (2015), lasso typically uses cross-validation
(CV) to select an optimal λ. First, the training data are
divided into multiple folds. A grid of λ values is chosen and
the cross-validation error is calculated for each value of λ.
Second, the tuning parameter value is picked for which
the cross-validation error is smallest. Finally, the model is
re-trained on all training data with the selected λ.

In industrial situations, process data are almost always
collinear due to material and energy balances and opera-
tion safety requirements. With collinearity present in the
data, Sparse regression methods such as lasso often lead
to seemingly different sets of selected variables with minor
perturbation of training data. However, the process has
not changed. This happens when the active l1 constraint is
nearly collinear with the contour of the objective function,
as shown in Figure 1, resulting in solutions that swing
between different vertices of the constraints. The elastic
net by Zou and Hastie (2005) blends l2 norm penalty and
l1 penalty to add a little curvature to the constraint region,
but it does not resolve the stability problem.

The instability of lasso due to variations in training sam-
ples presents a cumbersome issue when cross-validation is
used to select the optimal penalty λ. For different folds of
training samples in multi-fold CV, the selected variables
can be very different for the same λ value. Therefore, the
λ of the minimum mean squared error (MSE) is averaged
from models with seemingly different selected variables.
One may question what it means to average across these
models with heterogeneous structures. Furthermore, the
final model structure selected using all data can be very
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Process data analytics are gaining wide acceptance in the
monitoring, interpretation, and prediction of product qual-
ity and the diagnosis of the process health conditions. The
main objectives of process data analytics are i) to predict
critical variables from others and ii) to select relevant
features or variables for interpretation (Qin and Chiang
(2019)). In inferential sensor applications, for instance, in
Tham et al. (1991); Qin and McAvoy (1993); Qin et al.
(1997); Galicia et al. (2011); Khatibisepehr et al. (2013);
Zhu et al. (2020), the task is to predict critical variables
using a set of process predictor variables to achieve the
best prediction. Although inferential sensors have tens of
thousands of industrial applications as reported by Aspen
Technology alone (Zhao (2021)), the task of selecting rel-
evant predictor variables has been largely ad hoc.

In recent years, structure learning via sparse statistical
learning methods has provided a plethora of promising
solutions to select relevant variables. Hastie et al. (2015)
state convincingly that sparse statistical learning methods
such as lasso (least absolute shrinkage and selection oper-
ator) provide effective ways to select subsets of variables
for best prediction or interpretation. Variable selection via
sparse methods leads to biased models, but they often
outperform the unbiased counterparts, especially when
the predictors are diverse and collinear. Therefore, these
methods forego the interest to estimate the true model
coefficients. Instead, the objective is to determine whether
or not a variable would help model interpretation or pre-
diction in the sense of the mean squared error.

The method of lasso, however, requires tuning the regular-
ization parameter λ. As illustrated in James et al. (2013);
Hastie et al. (2015), lasso typically uses cross-validation
(CV) to select an optimal λ. First, the training data are
divided into multiple folds. A grid of λ values is chosen and
the cross-validation error is calculated for each value of λ.
Second, the tuning parameter value is picked for which
the cross-validation error is smallest. Finally, the model is
re-trained on all training data with the selected λ.

In industrial situations, process data are almost always
collinear due to material and energy balances and opera-
tion safety requirements. With collinearity present in the
data, Sparse regression methods such as lasso often lead
to seemingly different sets of selected variables with minor
perturbation of training data. However, the process has
not changed. This happens when the active l1 constraint is
nearly collinear with the contour of the objective function,
as shown in Figure 1, resulting in solutions that swing
between different vertices of the constraints. The elastic
net by Zou and Hastie (2005) blends l2 norm penalty and
l1 penalty to add a little curvature to the constraint region,
but it does not resolve the stability problem.

The instability of lasso due to variations in training sam-
ples presents a cumbersome issue when cross-validation is
used to select the optimal penalty λ. For different folds of
training samples in multi-fold CV, the selected variables
can be very different for the same λ value. Therefore, the
λ of the minimum mean squared error (MSE) is averaged
from models with seemingly different selected variables.
One may question what it means to average across these
models with heterogeneous structures. Furthermore, the
final model structure selected using all data can be very
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as shown in Figure 1, resulting in solutions that swing
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but it does not resolve the stability problem.
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ples presents a cumbersome issue when cross-validation is
used to select the optimal penalty λ. For different folds of
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Fig. 1. Collinear data makes the Lasso solution switches
from one vertex (a) and another one (b) with minor
changes in the data.

different from the model structures used in each fold of
cross-validation.

This stability issue of structure learning has only recently
been tackled in Meinshausen and Bühlmann (2010). In this
paper, we propose a stabilization strategy for lasso to use
cross-validation for structure learning. We aim to reduce
the heterogeneity of the model structures during the CV
step. We reverse the procedure of standard CV for lasso by
building models with a grid of λ using all data first. Then
the model structures for each CV fold are driven towards
the model structure using all data by using a revised
lasso objective that penalizes deviations from the model
structure using all data. Further, the optimal CV errors
in the sense of mean squared errors (MSE) and median
squared errors (MdSE) are compared with industrial data
sets.

It is known that cross-validation tends to select dense
structures by using excessive number of variables. Al-
though this choice leads to marginally improved MSE or
MdSE, it often prefers very small λ that selects an ex-
cessively large number of collinear variables, which is also
in a less stable region of λ. To overcome this problem, we
propose to use CV errors together with a stability measure
to select the most stable model with near minimum CV
errors. The proposed strategy is demonstrated using data
from an industrial boiler process to predict NOx emissions.

2. LASSO STABILITY IN THE PRESENCE OF
COLLINEARITY

2.1 Lasso with collinear data

Suppose x k ∈ �p are predictor variables and yk is the
response variable to be predicted from the values of xk.
Assume further that these variables are scaled to zero
mean and unit variance based on N observations. We try
to select relevant variables and estimate the regression
coefficients based on the following equation,

yk = β0 + x�
k β + εk (1)

where β0 = 0 if both xk and yk are scaled to zero mean.
The lasso approach applies constraints to the least squares
objective as follows,

min
β,β0

1

2N

N∑
k=1

(yk − β0 − x�
k β)

2 (2)

s.t. ‖β‖1 ≤ t

where t is a tuning parameter to make the constraint active
so as to shrink the l1 norm of the estimated coefficients β.
With the constraint active, we have the dual problem as
follows based on the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker condition,

β̂
N

λ = argmin
β,β0

1

2N

N∑
k=1

(yk − β0 − x�
k β)

2 + λ‖β‖1 (3)

where λ is the Lagrangian multiplier that has a one-to-one
correspondence to t.

In practice, λ is a tuning parameter which is usually
determined by cross-validation. Cross-validation builds
models based on multiple folds of the training data and
selects λ to yield the minimum validation error of the
data not used in training the corresponding model. Each
λ usually leads to a subset of the regression coefficients to
be zero to enable variable selection.

The solution of each model corresponds to a vertex of
the active constraint set. However, if the input data are
collinear, the contours of the objective function (2) are
elongated ellipses. If the elongated ellipses are parallel
to the l1 constraint in (2), minor changes in the data
can alter the lasso solution from one vertex to another.
Consequently, the selected variables set can change sig-
nificantly while to objective value is little changed. These
changes indicate the instability of lasso solutions, which
is not desirable for interpretation, decision-making, and
knowledge extraction.

2.2 Boiler process data collinearity

To illustrate how lasso is unstable in structure learning,
especially in the presence of collinearity among the pre-
dictors, we apply lasso cross-validation to an industrial
boiler process data in Qin et al. (1997). The boiler process,
as shown in Fig. 2, has measurements on NOx emission
with an expensive analytical instrument. Process sensors,
including flow rate, pressure, temperature, and oxygen
composition sensors, are installed already for other opera-
tion purpose. The objective is to build an inferential sensor
that produces reliable and accurate predictions of NOx,
so as to save the cost of the expensive NOx measurement
equipment.

Fig. 2. Industrial boiler process with NOx emission moni-
toring.
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The purpose of the regression modeling is to select relevant
variables in order to predict the NOx emission level from
the boiler process. Nine process variables are candidate
predictors and the NOx measured at the top of the stack
is the response variable. If a reliable predictive model can
be built, it is permitted by environmental regulations to
replace hardware analytical sensors with the inferential
ones, thus, saving the cost of expensive hardware sensors.

The scatter charts of NOx vs. nine process variables are
shown in Fig. 3. We summarize the observations in the
following remark for easy reference later in this paper.

Remark 1. Boiler data collinearity.

(1) NOx has apparently positive correlations with most
of the process variables. There is little dependence
on Stack Oxygen and Ambient Temperature, because
they are under feedback control to narrow ranges.

(2) The seven variables that have positive correlations to
NOx are highly collinear.

(3) Correlations for Steam Flow vs. Air Flow and Steam
Flow vs. Fuel Flow are close to 1.0 due to energy bal-
ances. The correlation between Air Flow and Wind-
box Pressure is also close to 1.0 with mild nonlinear-
ity, which is due to the laws of fluid dynamics.

Fig. 3. Scatter charts for NOx and all process variables of
the boiler data.

We apply seven-fold cross validation to the lasso algorithm
in order to test whether lasso will be stable in selecting
model structures across different folds. To make sure
the samples in each fold have similar distributions, we
randomly sample the data without replacement. For a
range of λ the cross validated mean squared errors (MSE)
of lasso are shown in Fig. 4 (Top) and the numbers of non-
zero coefficients are shown in Fig. 4 (Bottom). The details
of selected variables in each CV fold are shown in Fig. 5.
We summarize the observations of the lasso stability with
cross validation in the following remark.

Remark 2. Lasso tends to be unstable for collinear data.

(1) Although the MSEs from each CV fold are compara-
ble, the variables selected in each fold can vary a lot,
especially for smaller λ values.

(2) If the models are updated in real-time with new
data, dropping or adding variables to the model
without sensible improvement in the model quality
can be confusing for the practitioner. It could lead the
practitioner to believe that the process has changed,

but in reality it is due to high sensitivity to variations
in the samples.

(3) In some regions, e.g., around log(λ) = −2, the number
of variables selected across CV fold is more stable for
a wide region of log(λ). This evidence suggests that
λ values that lead to more stable structures could be
preferred over other values, if the model errors are
comparable.

(4) The MSEs across each CV fold do not have symmetric
distributions. Some MSEs can be outlying comparing
to the others. This evidence suggests that the median
of the squared errors (MdSE) could be a better
alternative to the average of the MSEs.

Fig. 4. The cross validated mean squared errors (MSE) of
lasso (Top) and the numbers of non-zero coefficients
(Bottom)

3. STABLE LASSO VARIABLE SELECTION WITH
CROSS-VALIDATION

We propose the following algorithm for selecting an opti-
mal λ to improve the stability of structure learning using
lasso with cross-validation, while attaining near optimal
CV errors.

Algorithm 1. Stable Lasso with Cross Validation

(1) Scale all training data {xk}Nk=1 to zero mean and unit

variance. Use all training data to estimate β̂
N

λ in (3)

for a range of λ that covers the optimal λ. β̂N
0 = 0

due to the zero-mean scaling.
(2) Divide the training data into s fold to perform cross-

validation. Estimate the jth CV model using the
training set Sj with Nj observations and the rest for
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3. STABLE LASSO VARIABLE SELECTION WITH
CROSS-VALIDATION

We propose the following algorithm for selecting an opti-
mal λ to improve the stability of structure learning using
lasso with cross-validation, while attaining near optimal
CV errors.

Algorithm 1. Stable Lasso with Cross Validation

(1) Scale all training data {xk}Nk=1 to zero mean and unit

variance. Use all training data to estimate β̂
N

λ in (3)

for a range of λ that covers the optimal λ. β̂N
0 = 0

due to the zero-mean scaling.
(2) Divide the training data into s fold to perform cross-

validation. Estimate the jth CV model using the
training set Sj with Nj observations and the rest for

Fig. 5. The detail of selected variables by lasso for a range
of λ in the seven-fold CV.

validation. The stable lasso objective is modified as
follows,

β̂
Nj

λ = argmin
β

1

2Nj

∑
k∈Sj

(yk−β0−x�
k β)

2+λ‖β−β̂
N

λ ‖1

(4)
or equivalently,

δβ̂
Nj

λ = argmin
δβ

1

2Nj

∑
k∈Sj

(δyk−β0−x�
k δβ)

2+λ‖δβ‖1

where δyk = yk − x�
k β̂

N

λ and β̂
Nj

λ = δβ̂
Nj

λ + β̂
N

λ .
Calculate the validation error on the validation set

using β̂
Nj

λ . In (4) each λ calls for its corresponding

β̂
N

λ to be used in the equation.
(3) The λ that gives the minimum MSE or the minimum

median squared error (MdSE) is chosen as the opti-

mal λ∗. The corresponding coefficients β̂
N

λ∗ from Step
(1) is the selected model.

(4) To further improve stability of the selected λ as an
alternative to Step (3), one can choose the midpoint
of a most stable region of λ that gives near optimal
CV errors. The improved approach is referred to as
the stable lasso approach.

Remark 3. The stable lasso algorithm regularizes the CV
models towards the lasso model of all training data. For

zero entries in β̂
N

λ , the stable lasso pulls these entries in
each CV model towards zero. Therefore, the algorithm
prefers to keep them zero unless the subset of the CV data
strongly disagrees.

Remark 4. In (4) there is an option to make the l1 penalty

on the zero entries of β̂
N

λ only. This option leaves the non-

zero entries of β̂
N

λ un-penalized and no more sparsity is
needed from them. This option could be implemented with
the group-lasso in Hastie et al. (2015).

To quantify the stability, we adopt the Jaccard stability
measure (JSM) from Kamkar et al. (2015), which is defined
as the average of Jaccard indices over each pair of CV
selected variable sets, which is

JSM =
2

s(s− 1)

s−1∑
i=1

s∑
j=i+1

J(Si,Sj) (5)

where

J(Si,Sj) =
|Si ∩ Sj |
|Si ∪ Sj |

JSM being 1.0 indicates consistent model structures across
all CV folds, while J(Si,Sj) = 1.0 indicates that Sets Si

and Sj include the same variables.

4. CASE STUDY: STABLE LASSO FOR THE
INDUSTRIAL BOILER DATA

The industrial boiler data shown in Fig. 3 has 390 observa-
tions sampled at a 5-minute interval. Since industrial op-
eration data usually change steadily over time, one should
be careful over how the CV folds are divided. We choose to
divide the data into consecutive blocks of five observations
for each block, then randomize the blocks for CV subset
folding. Only 80% of all data are used to select λ; the rest
20% of data are reserved for testing the structure learning
results.

4.1 Stable lasso results

We implement seven-fold cross validation for the stable
lasso algorithm to test its in selecting model structures
across different CV samples. For a range of λ and the
seven fold, the cross validated mean squared errors (MSE)
of lasso are shown in Fig. 6 (Top) and the numbers of
non-zero coefficients are shown in Fig. 4 (Bottom). The
details of selected variables in each CV fold are shown in
Fig. 7. Comparing the results in Fig. 6 for the stable lasso
to those in Fig. 4 for the standard lasso, it is observed that
the stability in the number of selected variables in cross-
validation is much improved, while the CV MSEs are little
affected. The detail of selected variables of each CV fold
in Fig. 7 shows consistent structures across CV folds for
nearly all λ values.

To calculate the stability indices, the JSM results for the
stable lasso and lasso among the seven CV folds are shown
in Fig. 8 (Bottom), while the cross validated MSE, median
MSE, and the number of non-zero coefficients vs. λ are
shown in Fig. 8 (Top). The top figure also shows the λ
values selected by minimum MSE, minimum MdSE, and
the stable lasso. The stable lasso selection finds a region of
λ which is most stable, while keeping the MSE and MdSE
near their minimum values. The stable lasso selection
yields 1.0 for JSM, which means perfect consistency in
model structures across all CV folds.

To test how well these selections of λ affect the model
prediction accuracy, we apply the lasso models with these
λ values to the 20% test data that is reserved for model
testing. Fig. 9 shows the correlations and actual vs. pre-
dicted values on the 20% test data with λ values selected
by minimum MSE, minimum MdSE, and the stable lasso.
It is clearly shown that the stable lasso produces nearly
the same model accuracy, while selecting λ values based
on the minimum MSE or minimum MdSE alone is much
less stable.

4.2 Model validation with first principles

Although the three models yield similar accuracy for the
test data, which one of them produces physically inter-
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Fig. 6. The cross validated mean squared errors (MSE) of
the stable lasso (Top) and the numbers of non-zero
coefficients (Bottom)

Fig. 7. The detail of selected variables by the stable lasso
for a range of λ in the seven-fold CV.

pretable results? We show in Table 1 the regression co-
efficients for the boiler process data using the optimal λ
selected by minimum MSE, minimum MdSE and stable
lasso, respectively. It is seen that the models selected
by minimum MSE and minimum MdSE have negative
coefficients on Stack Pressure and Air Flow. However,
from Remark 1 it has been observed that these variables
have positive correlations to the response NOx. There-
fore, although the models yield similar accuracy, they
result in regression coefficients with erroneous signs due to
collinearity. On the other hand, the stable lasso method

Fig. 8. The result of stable lasso for MSE, median MSE,
and the number of non-zero coefficients vs. λ (Top)
and the JSM stability indices for the stable lasso vs.
lasso (Bottom)

Fig. 9. The correlations and actual vs. predicted values on
the 20% test data with λ values selected by minimum
MSE, minimum MdSE, and the stable lasso

leads to positive coefficients on four selected variables,
which is consistent with the process mechanism. Among
the four selected variables, Steam Flow is the load of
the boiler which is definitely a critical variable. Windbox
Pressure and Feedwater Flow maintain the energy and
mass conservation to produce the required Steam Flow.
The Economizer Inlet Temperature is selected as it is
related to the energy needed to produce the Steam load; its
coefficient, however, is very small compared to the others.

To further delve into the detail of different results by
stable lasso and the standard lasso, we show in Fig. 10 the
regression coefficients of stable lasso (Top) and standard
lasso (Bottom) vs. λ. It is clearly observed that the stable
lasso coefficients are more stable than those of the lasso
coefficients, especially around the λ value selected by the
stable lasso. The heterogeneity among the lasso coefficients
indicates its instability or sensitivity to changes in the
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efficients for the boiler process data using the optimal λ
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lasso, respectively. It is seen that the models selected
by minimum MSE and minimum MdSE have negative
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from Remark 1 it has been observed that these variables
have positive correlations to the response NOx. There-
fore, although the models yield similar accuracy, they
result in regression coefficients with erroneous signs due to
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Fig. 9. The correlations and actual vs. predicted values on
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leads to positive coefficients on four selected variables,
which is consistent with the process mechanism. Among
the four selected variables, Steam Flow is the load of
the boiler which is definitely a critical variable. Windbox
Pressure and Feedwater Flow maintain the energy and
mass conservation to produce the required Steam Flow.
The Economizer Inlet Temperature is selected as it is
related to the energy needed to produce the Steam load; its
coefficient, however, is very small compared to the others.

To further delve into the detail of different results by
stable lasso and the standard lasso, we show in Fig. 10 the
regression coefficients of stable lasso (Top) and standard
lasso (Bottom) vs. λ. It is clearly observed that the stable
lasso coefficients are more stable than those of the lasso
coefficients, especially around the λ value selected by the
stable lasso. The heterogeneity among the lasso coefficients
indicates its instability or sensitivity to changes in the

Table 1. Regression coefficients for the boiler
process data using optimal λ selected by MSE,

MdSE and stable lasso

Variable MSE MdSE Stable lasso

Air Flow -0.7482 0 0

Fuel Flow 0 0 0

Stack Oxygen 0.0702 0.0280 0

Steam Flow 1.1620 0.5100 0.2316

Inlet Temperature 0.1341 0.1652 0.0898

Stack Pressure -0.6818 -0.5376 0

Windbox Pressure 0.9703 0.6550 0.2316

Feedwater Flow 0.0637 0.1105 0.2098

Ambient Temperature -0.0646 -0.0580 0

training samples. In some cases, a variable’s coefficient
changes signs along the path of λ, while in other cases
a variable is switched on and off along the path of λ. The
instability is undesirable for industrial applications, where
collinearity among the predictors is usually typical.

Fig. 10. The paths of regression coefficients of stable lasso
(Top) and standard lasso (Bottom) vs. λ

5. CONCLUSIONS

The proposed stable lasso strategy is shown to produce
stable model structures in cross-validation (CV) for lasso
modeling. The stable lasso revises the objective for each
CV fold to penalize deviations from the model structure
using all data. In addition, the stable lasso uses CV errors
jointly with a stability measure to select a stable model
with near minimum CV errors. The heterogeneity of the
model structures during the CV step is greatly reduced,
as is demonstrated using data from an industrial boiler
process. The improved stability with stable lasso can be

readily adopted to real-time applications, where new data
are augmented to update the model.
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